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ABSTRACT

Results are presented from the JET Trace Tritium Experimental (TTE) campaign using minority

tritium (T) plasmas (nT/nD<3%). Thermal tritium particle transport coefficients  (DT, vT) are found

to exceed neo-classical values in all regimes, except in ELMy H-modes at high densities, and in the

region of Internal Transport Barriers (ITB) in Reversed shear plasmas. In ELMy H-mode

dimensionless parameter scans, at q value (q95 ~ 2.8) and triangularity (δ = 0.2), T particle transport

scales in a Gyro-Bohm manner in the inner plasma (r/a<0.4), whilst the outer plasma particle transport

behaves more like Bohm scaling. Dimensionless parameter scans show contrasting behaviour for

trace particle confinement (increases with collisionality ν* and β) and bulk energy confinement

(decreases with ν* and independent of β). In an extended ELMy H-mode dataset, with  ρ*,ν*,β and

q varied, but with NTMs either absent or limited to weak, benign core modes (4/3 or above) the

multiparameter fit to the normalised diffusion coefficient in the outer plasma (0.65 < r/a < 0.8)

gives DT/Bφ  ~ ρ*-2.46 . ν*-0.23 .β -1.01 . q 2.03 . In hybrid scenarios (qmin~1, low positive shear, no

sawteeth), T particle confinement is found to scale with increasing triangularity and plasma current.

Comparing regimes (ELMy H-mode, ITB plasma, and Hybrid scenarios) in  the outer plasma region,

a correlation of high values of DT  with high values of vT  is seen.  The normalised diffusion coefficients

for the Hybrid and ITB scenarios do not fit the scaling derived for ELMy H-modes.  The normalised

tritium diffusion  scales with normalised poloidal Larmor radius (ρθ*=qρ*) in a manner close to

Gyro-Bohm (~ρθ
* 3), with an added inverse β dependence.  The effects of ELMs, sawteeth and

Neo-classical Tearing Modes (NTMs) on T particle transport are described. Fast-ion confinement

in Current-Hole (CH) plasmas, was tested in TTE by injection of Tritium NBI into JET CH plasmas.

γ-rays from the reactions of fusion alphas and beryllium impurities  (9Be(α,nγ)12C) characterised

the fast fusion-alpha population evolution. The γ-decay times are consistent with classical alpha

plus parent fast triton slowing down times (τTs+ταs) for high plasma currents (Ip >2MA) and

monotonic q-profiles. In CH discharges the γ-ray emission decay times are much lower than classical

(τTs+ταs), indicating alpha confinement degradation, due to orbit losses and particle orbit drift

predicted by a 3-D Fokker Planck numerical code, and modelled by TRANSP.

1. INTRODUCTION

The JET Tokamak is the only magnetic confinement fusion device currently having the capability

of operating with deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas, including Tritium Neutral Beam Injection (NBI).

D-T plasmas with concentration ratios in the range 10:90 < T:D < 90:10 have been exploited in

previous campaigns studying fusion plasma phenomena [1,2]: including the generation of fusion

power up to 16MW; the demonstration of alpha-particle heating in high performance regimes; and

scaling of the ELMy H-mode behaviour of D-T plasmas towards ITER. Tritium is also useful in the

study of particle transport. The evolution of the tritium spatial distribution can be detected in “trace”

quantities (typically nT/(nD+nT)<3% is used in experiments) by observation of the 14MeV neutron

emission, allowing non-perturbative transient experiments using a fuel ion species. Thus, “trace
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tritium” experiments allow the tritium convective velocity (vT) and the diffusion coefficient (DT)

to be measured separately, in conditions where the bulk plasma parameters are in steady state.  This

is unlike particle transport studies on deuterium ions in steady-state plasmas, where only the ratio

vD/DD, can be measured, and there are significant problems of source identification and ion density

measurement. There are of course possibilities to evaluate the DD and  vD separately in perturbative

experiments such as those involving modulated gas puffing, but these have uncertainties on the

precise values of the bulk plasma conditions under which the measurements are made. Previous

‘trace tritium’ experiments have been conducted on JET in 1997 [3, 4] and on TFTR [5, 6].

The JET Trace Tritium Experimental (TTE) campaign, reported in this paper, took place in

September – October 2003, and whilst the core of the campaign focussed on particle transport,

many other physics issues were addressed. The campaign featured experiments on: thermal particle

(fuel ion) transport in a number of regimes and scenarios; fast ion transport and confinement;

effects of MHD phenomena on thermal and fast-ion transport; and Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

(ICRH) of tritium minority species. This paper gives an overview of results in the first three of

these fields and indicates work still in progress. The campaign also produced significant results in

development of 14MeV neutron diagnostics. These are reported in reference [7].

2. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Technical details of the systems involved in the TTE Campaign are given in [8]. Tritium was

introduced into JET  by short, 80ms, T2 gas puffs of ≤ 6mg, or by short (typically 200ms) pulses

with T0-NBI (~100keV, 1MW). The time evolution of the tritium gas source entering the plasma

was accurately measured locally with 10ms time resolution from Tα emission on a line-of-sight

local to the inlet valve. The detailed shape of the gas flow could be measured in L-mode discharges

and was established as invariant in all discharges where it was measured, giving an accurate time-

stamp for the start of the tritium transport data, which is required for accurate transport analysis

(see section 3). Following the gas puff, about 10% of the tritium puffed was found inside the

plasma by the time of peak neutron emission (in contrast to T0-NBI which has near 100% fuelling

efficiency). The rest of the tritium gas after the puff was in the vessel wall and divertor tiles.

Tritium released from these components acted as a source and could affect the transport results (see

below). To minimise the effect, frequent ‘clean-up’ pulses were run in pure D-D plasmas, keeping

the tritium wall inventory to a minimum.

The ratio of tritium ions to deuterium ions (nT /(nD+nT)) in the TTE plasmas was monitored

throughout the campaign using Silicon diode detectors [9] which measured the integrated yields,

within a shot, of 2.5MeV neutrons (from DD reactions) and 14MeV neutrons (from DT reactions).

The history of tritium concentration throughout the campaign can be seen in Fig.1, where the

intermittent D-D clean-up periods are evident. Also plotted on the figure is the prediction of an

empirical model based on the amount of fuelling (minority tritium and majority deuterium).  This
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model is based on one derived during the first JET tritium experiment, the Preliminary Tritium

Experiment (PTE) [1], which was applied to the later JET ’DTE1’ campaign [10].  For the TTE

campaign, it was found that the tritium removal’from those wall reservoirs which exchange with

the plasma was more accurately predicted if the scaling according to D2 fuelling was included by:
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where fT(n) is the tritium fraction in the plasma in the nth pulse of the Campaign (which starts with

a pulse with Q1
T tritium atoms), and F(m) is a dilution function describing the background tritium

level in the mth pulse, with deuterium fuelling Qm
D atoms, following the introduction of  Qj

T

tritium atoms in the jth pulse of the Campaign. Q0
T and Q0

D are normalising constants of the

model.

Over the whole TTE Campaign, a total of 380mg of tritium gas was puffed into over 80 JET

plasma pulses.  The tritium NBI into the plasmas amounted to an integrated time of 20 beam-

seconds spread over 74 further JET pulses. The integrated 14MeV neutron yield for the campaign

was 4 1018 neutrons.

The neutron emission from DD and DT reactions was measured spatially with a nineteen-channel

neutron profile monitor [11]. The profile monitor has ten horizontal and nine vertical lines-of-sight;

these are overlayed on the emissivity contours shown in Fig.2. All channels are absolutely calibrated

at 2.5MeV for DD and 14MeV for DT reactions, and provide 10ms time resolution.

The outermost channels of the camera with good statistics were channels #9(horizontal) and

#19(vertical), with typically r/a=0.82. Thus valid particle transport results were obtained in the

TTE Campaign for the plasma  inside r/a≈0.85.

3. THERMAL PARTICLE TRANSPORT ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The TTE Campaign produced data that enables investigation of several aspects of thermal particle

transport: fuel-ion particle transport dimensionless-parameter scaling in ELMy H-modes; fuel-ion

particle transport in various ELMy H-modes scenarios – high vs low density, plasmas with high

ICRF heating, impurity-seeded discharges; effects of sawteeth and ELMs on fuel-ion transport;

fuel-ion transport in Internal Transport Barrier (ITB) and hybrid scenarios; and confinement effects

on thermal ions of Neo-classical Tearing Modes (NTMs).

3.1 GENERAL ANALYSIS METHOD

The thermal particle transport analysis parameterises the transport of tritons in an  advection/diffusion

model:
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Where the subscript ‘T’ refers to tritons; ΓT represents a flux of tritons; σ(t) is the time dependent

triton source; and DT and vT are the triton diffusion coefficient and convective velocity respectively.

Data from selected channels of the 14MeV neutron profile monitor are shown in Fig.3(a).

Following the tritium puff, the 14MeV signal rose on all channels as the tritium ions diffused

inward. During this rise phase, the data are used to derive values for DT  and  vT. In the following

phase, once the tritium ion profiles were centrally peaked, the gradients drove the ions from the

plasma, and during this relaxation, only the ratio vT/DT can be determined as a cross-check. As the

tritium gas puff did not perturb plasma parameters, the transport coefficients are assumed to be

constant in time for ELMy H-Mode and hybrid scenario discharges, whereas radial movement of

transport barriers is allowed for ITB discharges. The details of the least-squares fitting of data from

the neutron profile monitor and neutron yield with a transport model for tritium with free parameters

for the spatial profiles of DT and vT and the influx are given in reference [12]. The modeling includes

neutral transport and losses from charge exchange with cold neutrals and fast beam neutrals.  The

tritium ion density, is calculated using the SANCO 11/2–D impurity transport code [13], and

processed using the TRANSP code [14]  obtaining  coefficients relating to the 2D emissivity profile

to the line-of-sight integrals obtained by the neutron camera [12]. DT  and vT  are obtained by  the

best least-squares fit to the 19-channel neutron time history data is. The least squares fitting and

post-processing are performed by the transport analysis package UTC [15]. The majority of

discharges in which thermal particle transport was studied were performed in matched pairs, one

with tritium gas puff and one with a short pulse of T° NBI into identical conditions.  As indicated in

section 2, in the gas puff shots the majority of the tritium went straight to the walls and divertor.

This tritium was released later in the shot as a result of energetic loss processes (eg:ELMs), and

affected the decay rate of tritium seen on the 14MeV neutron signal. The T° NBI shots were not

prone to this delayed source and hence their tritium content decayed much faster once the T+ fast

ions had thermalised.  The decay rate in these shots was used as the consistency check on vT/DT

derived from the gas puff shots. As will be shown in section 4, comparison of the relative plasma

tritium content decay rates in the NBI and gas puff cases also yields data on fuelling efficiency and

wall residence time.

3.2 ELMY H MODE RESULTS

The fits to the data show that tritium transport exceeds neo-classical levels in most ELMy H-mode

cases studied, only approaching neo-classical levels in ELMy H-modes at high densities near the

Greenwald limit (see Fig.3(b)).  For the majority of the ELMy H-mode dataset,  and for all the

ELMy H-modes discussed in this section, strong NTMs were absent, with NTM activity being

limited to weak higher order (4/3 and 5/4) modes in the plasma core. Almost all these discharges

had sawteeth however. The transport coefficients discussed in this section are averaged over the

occurrence of sawteeth and ELMs. The effects of these discrete MHD phenomena are discussed

below in Section 4. Over the ELMy H-mode dataset a strong inverse correlation of the anomalous
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tritium transport with plasma density is found: the DT is close to its neoclassical value (as predicted

using the NCLASS code [16]) at high density whilst the diffusion is strongly anomalous at low

density. Likewise the tritium pinch (vT) is closer to the neoclassical one in high density plasma, but

it becomes highly anomalous at low density. As can be seen in the high density shot portrayed in

Fig.3(b), the measured DT remains above neo-classical in the outer part of the plasma (r/a > 0.6),

but agrees with neo-classical predictions within r/a < 0.5. The thermal effective diffusivity does not

display such strong density dependence leading to the density dependent ratio χeff/DT. [17].

Dedicated ‘dimensionless variable’ scans were also performed to study tritium transport in NBI-

heated, low q (q95 = 2.8), low triangularity (δ=0.2) ELMy H-modes. The details are given in reference

[18].

Scans were performed in each of ρ* (Ion Larmor radius normalised to minor radius), ν*

(normalised collisionality ~ naq/Te
2) and β (normalised plasma pressure), with the remaining two

variables held approximately constant over the scan. The results showed that a strong ‘Gyro-Bohm’

like dependence on ρ*   in the inner part of the plasma (DT/Bφ∝ρ*3.22±0.62, for 0<r/a<0.45) with a

weaker ‘Bohm’ like dependence in the outer part of the plasma (DT/Bφ∝ρ*1.9±0.38, for 0.6<r/a<0.85).

For the ν* and β dependence the following fits are obtained:

DT,inner /Bφ ∝  β-0.34±0.08 ;     DT,outer/Bφ  ∝  β-0.55±0.09 ;

 DT,inner/Bφ  ∝  ν*-0.51±0.17 ;     DT,outer/Bφ  ∝  ν*-0.40±0.15                           (4)

The β and ν* dependences for DT  are in strong contrast to the energy confinement scalings in the

scans [18]: the energy confinement is largely independent of β, whilst the dependence on ν* is

actually in the opposite sense to particle confinement, with energy confinement decreasing weakly

as ν* increases. These results for ν* are consistent with the density dependence seen generally in

the χeff/DT  ratio.

The dataset of NBI heated ELMy H-modes is wider than the data from the ‘dimensionless variable

‘scans’. The addition of other NBI-heated ELMy H-modes without strong NTMs increases the

dataset to nine discharges and introduces a variation in q. If this data is fitted then the normalized

diffusion coefficients for the plasma region 0.65 <r/a <0.8 show the following dependence (displayed

in Fig.4):
qaaaa

T qBD ⋅⋅⋅∝ βνρ βνρφ **/                                                (5)

where ar = 2.46 ± 0.2

an = -0.23 ± 0.05

ab = -1.01 ± 0.08

aq = 2.03 ± 0.17

Although the coefficients for the variation of ρ*, v*, β have changed from the more restricted
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dataset of equations (4), the basic β and v* dependences of the diffusion coefficient are maintained

and remain in strong contrast to the energy confinement scaling.  It is notable that a similar inverse

β-dependence was found on DIII-D for helium particle transport [19].

3.3 HYBRID SCENARIO RESULTS

Following the development in ASDEX-Upgrade [20] and DIII-D [21] of plasmas with qmin~1, low

positive shear, and no sawteeth in the so-called  ‘Hybrid’ scenarios such discharges have been

investigated on JET [22]. For these discharges the tritium transport following gas puffs and T0 NBI

was studied. The plasma triangularity was scanned (δ = 0.2 - 0.46), at approximately constant gain

factor G (G=H89βN/q95
2 ~ 0.32). The data was compared in two complimentary ways. The raw

decays of 14MeV neutron signal following thermalisation of tritium fast ions from NBI, where

wall sources were negligible, showed a global improvement in T particle confinement time (τpT
*)

by ~ 50% over the scan.  In addition, fits were performed to the 14MeV neutron signals following

tritium gas puffs into identical discharges. The results are shown in Fig.5. The improvement in τpT
*

is  found to be explained in terms of a reduction in DT across the whole plasma (although errors on

the fits reduced the significance of this for r/a >0.5), whilst the values of vT  are independent of d. In

addition, Ip and BT were varied at constant q95 and low δ. The neutron decay following T0 NBI

shows τpT
*

 scaled with Ip, and the detailed fits in the gas puff shots show that the change is explained

by a reduction in DT confined to r/a > 0.5, although with less statistical significance than the changes

seen in the triangularity scan. Again the fitted values of vT  are independent of Ip, BT.  In all cases

the fitted values of DT  and vT   are once again considerably above the neoclassical predictions.

3.4 INTERNAL TRANSPORT BARRIER (ITB) DISCHARGE RESULTS

In ITB discharges with a strong single barrier [23], three features are observed: a reduction of DT to

neo-classical values in the transport barrier; an increase of DT to large values in the region within

the barrier; and a reduction of vT in the barrier, see Fig.6(c). The absolute value of vT within the

barrier remains above neo-classical values. The reduction of DT in the barrier impedes tritium from

reaching the core, whilst the increased DT in the region enclosed by the barrier speeds up both the

rate of rise to peak emission, and the decay rate after the peak emission seen by the innermost

channels in agreement with the line integrals measured by the cameras. Details of tritium transport

with ITBs present are given in [24].

3.5 TRITIUM FUELLING RESULTS

ELMy H-modes have been used to investigate the causes behind the global gas-fuelling efficiency.

Of order 90% of the tritium after a gas puff is in or on the vessel wall and divertor tiles. Tritium

released from these components acts as a fuel source and is responsible for the observed delay of

tritium decay from the plasma. For the analysis of tritium ion transport a simple model for the flux

in and out of the region observed by the neutron diagnostic has been used with a quasi-realistic
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three-reservoir model (plasma, wall, divertor). The equations for rate of change of tritium content

in these reservoirs are:

dNTW/dt = xΓ - NTW/τWT (6)

dNTP/dt = fSOL  fD,V  [(1-x)Γ + NTW/τNT] + εNTD  - NTP/τPT (7)

dNTD/dt =(1 - fSOL  fD,V ) [(1-x)Γ + NTW/τNT] - εNTD  + NTP/τPT  - NTD/τDT (8)

where  NTW, NTP, NTD are the tritium atom (ion) content in the wall, plasma and divertor

tiles respectively;

τWT, τPT, τDT are the tritium residence times in the wall, plasma and divertor tiles;

G is the flux of tritium atoms from the gas valve;

fSOL is the probability of a tritium ion penetrating the scrape off layer (SOL)

fD,V is the probability of tritium ion penetrating through to the region

seen by the neutron cameras (r/a <0.85 ) – a function of  D and v;

ε is the fuelling efficiency from the divertor

x is the fraction of the gas puff going directly to the wall

Equation (8) is effectively solved by noting

NTD(t = ∞) = ∫ Γdt – NTW  -  NTP                                              (9)

Equation (7) is solved by the SANCO code to get NTP  from the 14MeV neutron signal. In this

process we set the value of  τPT  equal to the decay time in the accompanying T° NBI discharge, and

fSOL = 1.

Results using this model yield physically plausible values for the free parameters: the fraction of

tritium going direct to the wall was x ~ 0.6 (simple arguments of molecular breakup in the scrape-

off layer would give ~ 0.5), and typical wall retention times τWT ~ 0.3 -0.5s. are found (of the order

of the plasma energy confinement time). The divertor retention time is longer than 5s. The gas

fuelling efficiency data thus yields a picture in which: around 60% of the gas goes direct to the

wall, and is then desorbed easily by the plasma heat efflux on an energy confinement scale; and

~ 30% is transported quickly out of the outer region (r/a > 0.85), and deposited in the divertor,

with a much longer characteristic timescale for return.

The data on ITB discharges have been interpreted to give preliminary results on the relative

fuelling efficiency of tritium gas puffing, tritium recycled from the walls and T0 NBI. Fig.7(a)

shows ion temperature (TI) and electron density (ne) profiles for three identical ITB discharges

with a single strong barrier, the tritium fuelling being supplied by gas puff, T0 NBI, and finally

solely from wall recycling. The barrier measurements were made at suitable times (for the shot

with T0 NBI when the fast T+ ions had thermalised, as calculated by the TRANSP code [14], for the

gas puff shot when the tritium arrived in the core). The 14MeV neutron emissivities for the three

discharges are shown in Fig.7(b). The ratio of the total tritium atoms injected during a gas puff to
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that injected during the T0 NBI pulse was (3.1 1020 / 8.2 1018) ~ 38, whilst the ratio of the core

emissivities in the two cases was ~1.6, indicating that T0 NBI is ~ 25 times more efficient at core

fuelling. For discharges with weaker ITBs, although the T0 NBI is always more efficient, the

difference is not as pronounced, indicating that the relative fuelling efficiency depends on

confinement inside the plasma.

The ratio of 25:1 advantage for T0 NBI over T2 gas puffing in the core of ITB discharges compares

to an approximate 10:1 advantage for an ELMy H-mode plasma globally, inferred from the ~10%

of tritium found inside the plasma at peak neutron emission following a tritium gas puff. This

indicates that there is a further barrier to fuelling the core presented by an ITB. Such fuelling

considerations will be important in the transient phase of ITB scenarios used to start up burning D-

T plasmas.

3.6 COMPARISON OF PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN DIFFERENT REGIMES

For a comparison of the scaling of transport in the different regimes studied, the analysis has focussed

on the outer region observed by the neutron cameras, i.e. 0.65<r/a<0.8. In the central region,

differences between ELMy H-Mode discharges (q0<1, exhibiting sawtooth behaviour), hybrid

scenarios (q0≈1) and ITB discharges (q0>2 or even q0>3) can be expected. In contrast, tritium

transport well outside the central region should be comparable between all scenarios.

For all regimes, high values of  DT  correlate with high values of vT . The ratio vT/DT, which

determines the tritium profile shape, varies from -3m-1  for high q, low density ELMy H-modes to

± 0.1 m-1 at  low q, high density. The ratios for the hybrid scenarios generally follow the ELMy H-

mode, but the ITB discharges stand out with very high inward convective velocities (see Fig.8(a)).

The higher inward convective velocities are not sufficient to offset the dominant effect of the faster

diffusive tritium loss in all regimes.  This applies up to values of  DT ~4m2sec-1 , as can be seen in

the drop in global decay time (τpT*) of the tritium density (as measured by the loss of thermal

tritons after thermalisation of a T° NBI pulse) shown in Fig.8(b).  At higher values of DT this

decline in τpT
* seems to be reaching asymptotic values.

There is a strong correlation for all three scenarios of DT with q95 (scanned by varying current

and toroidal field) for 0.65<r/a<0.8. Energy transport in the same discharges, characterized by χeff,

is not strongly affected, and thus DT/χeff varies between 0.3 (high density, low q95) and 2.0  (low

density, high q95). Initial results show plasmas with added ICRH have a larger ratio of DT/χeff, a

phenomenon still under investigation. DT correlates better with the local value of q, suggesting that

the orbit width of trapped particles could be an important parameter determining the scaling. Fig.9

shows the relationship of the normalized diffusion coefficient DT/Bφ [25] with the normalized

poloidal Larmor radius ρ*pol = q×ρ* (where ρ*~Ti
1/2/aB). This results in a very strong correlation

for the ELMy H-Mode discharges alone, which is better described by gyro-Bohm scaling (ρ*pol
3)

rather than Bohm scaling (ρ*pol
2). Note how the inclusion of q in the scaling parameter has now

altered the conclusion with respect to Gyro-Bohm/Bohm scaling reached in the dimensionless
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parameter scans [18]. With ρ*pol as scaling parameter, differences appear for hybrid scenario

discharges and for discharges with significant ICRH heating, whilst the two ITB discharges agree

with the trend within errors. Fig.9 also shows an equally strong trend for vT/Bφ with local ρ*pol. In

this inset, the hybrid scenario discharges again follow the trend of the ELMy H-Mode discharges,

whereas the ITB discharges stand out.

The hybrid scenario discharges are characterised by larger β, and the behaviour of DT with β is

consistent with the fits to ELMy H-mode data in the specific dimensionless parameter scans

(described above).

Finally, the fitted values of  DT/Bφ  for hybrid scenario discharges and ITB discharges are plotted

on Fig.10 to compare with the multi-parameter fit derived for the outer region of the ELMy H-

mode discharges (equation (5)).  In general this multi-parameter fit does not provide a description

of the hybrid and ITB data.  It can be seen that the hybrid datapoints appear to divide into two

groups:  one close to the fitted line, the other significantly shifted.  Examination of the dataset

shows that it is the higher triangularity hybrid discharges which lie close to the fitted line, whilst the

lower triangularity (δ = 0.2) discharges are displaced.  This is an odd result, as the lower value of

triangularity is shared by the bulk of the ELMy H-mode dataset (except for the point at very low

DT/Bφ  nearest the origin).  Further analysis work to elucidate these effects is in progress.  A refit of

the dataset to the ELMy H-mode plus hybrid scenario discharges changes the exponents in the

multi-parameter power law expression of equation (5) to aρ = 2.64;  aν = 0.17; aβ = -1.26; aq = 1.47.

The ρ* and β dependencies are hence largely preserved, with the v* dependence changing sign but

still being close to zero, whilst the q dependence is reduced.  The grouping of the hybrid scenario

discharges suggests however that applying this fit to the wider dataset may not be valid.  An attempt

to include the ITB discharges in the same manner deteriorates the quality of the fit still further, with

only the exponent of β (aβ)  remaining largely unaltered.

4. MHD EFFECTS ON THERMAL PARTICLE TRANSPORT

Sawtooth collapses resulted in tritium density-profile changes [17]. The dominant contribution to

the observed changes of the neutron line integrals is the redistribution of fast NBI-derived deuterium

ions. At the time when they disappeared from the central channels (evident from a dip in the central

line integrals), a burst of 14MeV neutrons was seen in channels with an impact parameter as far as

r/a ≈ 0.5. Sawtooth collapses that occurred during inward propagation of tritium, i.e. shortly after

the puff, did not exhibit this feature: the ejection of deuterium ions from the core being

compensated by the tritium ions being swept into the core, keeping the line integrals almost

constant. Sawtooth effects were most pronounced at low density, where the NBI deuterium ion

density was more peaked.

ELMs that occured during the time of the puff resulted in a noticeable increase of 14MeV line

integrals with an impact parameter as far into the plasma as r/a ≈ 0.5 within 10ms. We do not have

a quantitative understanding of this effect, but changes in ELM frequency should result in changes
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to the fuelling efficiency of tritium on the assumption that DT during an ELM rises significantly

above the level of DT between ELMs [26]. The transient effects could be the result of deeper

fuelling due to charge-exchange as a result of the increase of the deuterium neutral flux after the

ELM, but note that simultaneously losses due to charge-exchange would also increase, leading to a

null effect. It is also possible that tritium neutral influx increases as a result of energy or particles

released from the plasma during the ELM, dislodging tritium from the wall or divertor. The

combination of all three effects will require further analysis to elucidate.

The effect of strong NTMs was studied in pairs of discharges with near identical plasma conditions,

one with and one without a 3/2 NTM [27] as shown in Fig.11. Changes to 14MeV line integrals

were observed for lines-of-sight with an impact parameter inside the region of q<3/2, with channels

outside the q = 3/2 surface being little affected. It can be clearly seen from the 14MeV neutron

emission (Fig.12) that shots with NTMs show more rapid transit of tritium to the plasma centre.

Analysis also demonstrates that there is a more rapid decay of the tritium density profile after

peaking. Allowing for the slight differences in temperature and density between the discharges, the

major part of the changes require a change in the tritium transport, localized at, or within, the q=3/2

surface. Both changes in DT and vT are consistent with the observations, but the effect of the NTM

on fast ions (which mainly determine the neutron emission in this region) requires further modelling

to reach a firm conclusion.

5. FAST PARTICLE TRANSPORT

Tritium NBI ions were used in several fast particle transport experiments. The confinement of

tritium beam-ions was studied in reversed-shear (ITB) and ‘current-hole’ plasmas. The effect of

Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode (TAE) and Fishbone modes on fast T ion transport was also studied.

For diagnosis of the alpha particles (α) produced in the D-T reactions the diagnostic method based

on g-rays from the 9Be(α,nγ)12C nuclear reaction was used. During TTE the slowing down of

fusion born alphas was measured for the first time with this approach, using a well shielded high-

efficiency γ ray spectrometer based on a bismuth germanate (BGO) detector [28].

In JET plasmas with a Current Hole (CH) the toroidal current density falls to near zero for

typically 30-40% of the minor radius [29], and there is an ITB near the edge of the CH. These

plasmas are expected to confine fast ions poorly as a result of the very low central poloidal field

(Bq). The effect of a CH on fast beam ions was demonstrated by measuring the 14MeV neutron

profiles from the interactions of 105kV triton beam ions with the background deuterium. As the D-T

reactivity (σvDT) decreases rapidly with triton energy, the information covers the fast triton behavior

in a narrow energy range Eb-E<<Eb, (where Eb= 105kV). Tritons were injected into both CH and

Monotonic Current profile (MC) plasmas with the same plasma current (1.5 – 2MA), and the triton

beams were injected both on and off the magnetic axis (in the vertical dimension). The poloidal

plane projections of the injected orbits are shown in Fig.13. For on-axis injection, the measured

neutron profiles demonstrate an outward shift induced by the CH (Fig.14(a)) whilst for off-axis

tritons (not shown) the peak is shifted inwards.
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The behavior of the fast beam tritons has been modelled with a 3-D Fokker-Planck code [30], and

also in TRANSP [31]. For individual tritons, consideration of the orbits shows that the maximum

ion density corresponds to a mid-plane radius where beam tritons execute near-‘stagnation’ orbits,

with radial (vr) and vertical (vz) drift velocities near zero. For fast triton ions born near the magnetic

mid-plane (z = 0), the motion along field lines results in a vertical drift vz = v// Bz / B. This drift is

opposed by the curvature and ∇B drifts such that:

vz = - vd + v// Bz / B  = 0                                                        (9)

with vd  the sum of curvature and ∇B drifts:

Rvvv cd ω/)( 2

2
12

// ⊥+=                                                         (10)

The equality of condition (9) leads to the trapping of the triton at the mid-plane and to the locally

enhanced fast ion density that, in principle, can be detected as a peak in the 14MeV neutron emission.

Equation (9) can only apply exactly at the mid-plane, as otherwise there are radial drifts (vr = v// Br / B0).

In addition the cross-field (curvature and ∇B) drifts are relatively weak and hence the stagnation

condition is only realized at low pitch angles. In CH plasmas however, there is an extended region

of low poloidal field, Bθ (Bθ = Bz at z = 0) and this gives rise to an outward radial extension to the

stagnation point [29]. This outward shift in the stagnation point leads to a detectable outward shift

in the peak of the 14MeV neutron profile, as seen in Fig.14(a).

The results of the 3-D Fokker Planck model show a satisfactory explanation for the measured

14MeV profiles. As an example, Fig.14(b) shows the modelled profiles for on-axis triton beam

injection into a CH plasma, which compare qualitatively with the data. The TRANSP modelling

also shows qualitative agreement (Fig.14(c)). The centroid of the neutron distribution was measured

by averaging the yields in the camera inner channels. This centroid was seen to move as the edge of

the CH region, as established by the MSE diagnostic [31], moved  with the current profile evolution.

Occasionally, the CH was instantaneously eroded by MHD activity, and in these cases a corresponding

step change in the neutron profile centroid was seen (Fig.15).

During TTE the first diagnostic measurements of γ-rays produced from populations of fusion

α-particles were performed. The decay rates of γ-rays from reaction 9Be(α,nγ)12C following  T0

NBI pulses were measured in many TTE discharges. This decay rate can be related to the combined

slowing down of the parent beam tritons (τSD,T) and the alphas (τSD,α) subsequently produced [28].

Here the value of τSD,α is understood as the time for an α-particle to slow down from its birth

energy (centred on 3.5MeV, dependent on the velocity of the beam triton) to the γ-detector threshold

energy at 1.7MeV [28], and the value of τSD,T signifies the time for a triton to slow down from

injection energy (~105keV) to an energy where the cross section for α-particle production has

dropped by a factor ~e1.0 (approximately 70keV). The combined value of (τSD,T+τSD,α) can be

compared to the measured γ decay, as in Fig.16. In discharges with relatively high monotonic
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currents  (Ip>2MA) the observed density decay of fast ions inferred from γ-ray measurements was

consistent with, or longer than, classical slowing down, while in 2.5MA discharges with a current

hole as large as about 1/3 of the plasma radius the measured decay time was much shorter than the

classical slowing down time, indicating confinement degradation or radial transport of fast alphas

similar to that seen at low current (Ip=1MA).  The confinement of charged fusion products (CFPs)

has been modelled with the 3D Fokker-Planck (F-P) code in reversed shear plasmas in the axi-

symmetric limit [30]. The 3-D code takes into account the combined effects of alpha loss and

transport out of the detector line-of-sight. A strong effect of reversed shear on CFP confinement is

found when the plasma current is less than the critical current, Icr, required to confine the fattest

bananas crossing the plasma core [32]. Icr increases with the size of the “zero” poloidal field region,

r*/a, and for typical JET CH discharges exceeds 4MA for 3.5MeV alphas if r*/a > 0.4. In MC

plasmas, this critical current, Icr, is of order 2MA. The confinement of CFPs in CH discharges

(strong RS) with r*/a > 0.4 is significantly degraded compared to MC plasmas even at relatively

high plasma currents Ip=2-2.5MA. For low currents, where Ip<Icr, strong RS results in a substantial

reduction of the density of fast CFPs due to confinement degradation and spatial redistribution both

effected by the ion orbit topology modification. Calculated rates of decay of γ-ray production by

fusion alphas, as seen along the γ-ray spectrometer observation line of sight in JET, are displayed

in Fig.17. The case with large CH at Ip = 2.5MA correponds to a TTE Pulse No: 61340 with measured

Te(0) = 8.4keV and ne(0) = 3.8 1019 m−3. Other curves compare postulated plasmas with the same

Te and ne profiles but MC profiles. The reductions in γ-rate, and in γ-decay time for the CH case

are clearly seen. Thus, in agreement with experiment, and TRANSP simulations (Fig.17), the 3D

F-P code shows that RS decreases the decay time of the fast alpha distribution.

The evolution of T+ fast ions from T0 NBI with velocities comparable to the Alfven velocity was

investigated in TTE discharges with BT=0.86 T, Ip=0.9 MA. The deuterium (D0 ) NBI was used at

power levels > 5MW to destabilise TAE and n=1 Fishbones. The 14MeV neutron camera profiles’

evolution was measured during four 50ms pulses of T0 NBI injected on top of the D0 heating. The

effects of fishbones were seen, as loss of central fast ions, on the T0 NBI deposition profiles:

although these effects were not as large as those observed in earlier JET 10:90 D-T plasma

experiments [33], at higher powers and similar plasma current and q. No appreciable effect was

found for low amplitude TAEs. Details of the experiment are given in ref [34].

CONCLUSIONS

The TTE Campaign has demonstrated the usefulness of trace tritium plasmas in deriving information

on the thermal fuel-ion and fast ion particle transport. The tritium particle transport coefficients

(DT, vT) were measured successfully in three regimes of interest to ITER (ELMy H-mode,

Hybrid scenario and ITB plasmas), although work is still in progress, several conclusions can

already be drawn.

i) The values of DT and vT  were found to be substantially in excess of neo-classical values in all
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regimes except for high density ELMy H-modes near the Greenwald density limit and ITB

plasmas in the region of the Transport Barrier itself.

    The strong density variation of DT  in ELMy H-modes is not followed by the effective thermal

diffusivity, χeff, leading to a density dependent DT / χeff  ratio, varying from 0.3 < DT / χeff < 3.0,

in strong contrast to what is normally assumed in ITER predictions [35, 36].

ii) The tritium normalized diffusion coefficient (DT/Bφ) shows a mixed Gyro Bohm/Bohm scaling

when the behaviour in dimensionless parameter scans is studied in ELMy H-modes.  For the

central plasma (0 < r/a <0.4) the scaling is Gyro Bohm-like (~ρ*3) whilst in the outer part of the

plasma (0.65< r/a <0.8) the behaviour is more Bohm-like (~ρ*2).

iii) The tritium particle transport in ELMy H-modes shows a strong inverse β dependence, with

DT/Bφ  scaling between β-0.5 and β-1 depending on the collection of parameters used in the

fit, the region of the plasma to which the fit is applied, and the class of discharges used in the

fit.  This is very different to the behaviour of energy confinement [18].  The behaviour with ν*

is less pronounced, but the weight of evidence points to mild inverse ν*  dependence in all

plasma regions.  This ν*  dependence is consistent with the density behavior established for DT.

Again there is a contrast with the energy dependence established for ELMy H-modes.

iv) In hybrid scenarios, increasing triangularity and plasma current raises tritium particle

confinement, but transport remains in excess of neo-classical values.

v) All three regimes show a strong dependence of DT  on the local safety factor (q) in the outer

region of the plasma (0.65 < r/a < 0.8). For ELMy H-modes this can be expressed by an

approximate q2 dependence.  The multi-parameter fit to the ELMy H-mode dataset (equation

(5)) is not followed by the Hybrid or ITB discharges, which exhibit lower particle diffusion at

the same values o the dimensionless parameter set (ρ*, ν*, β and q).  Bringing the Hybrid

discharges into the fitted dataset does however largely preserve the dependence on ρ* and β,

indicating that there are some common underlying trends between ELMy H-modes and Hybrids,

as might be supposed from their common origin.

vi) All three regimes show a correlation between high values of DT  and high values of  vT.

vii) The strong dependence on q and ρ* has led us to compare the dependence of the particle

transport parameters on the Poloidal gyroradius, ρpol
 * (= q x ρ*). For the outer regions of the

plasma this is only partially successful (given the spread in β amongst the fitted plasmas) but a

Gyro Bohm-like dependence (DT / Bφ ~ ρpol
 *3) is seen for ELMy H-mode plasmas.

viii)The effects of sawteeth, ELMs and strong 3/2 NTMs can all be seen on the 14MeV neutron

profiles and, by inference, on the tritium transport.  In the case of the 3/2 NTMs, the effects are

confined within the NTM location (i.e. within q = 3/2 surface) and are found to deteriorate the

particle confinement.
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The effects of a Current Hole in the centre of JET plasmas on fast injected NBI ions can be seen as

outward shifts in the deposition profile for on-axis injection. This is qualitatively explained both by

3-D Fokker Planck numerical code and by TRANSP modelling. γ-ray emission decay times from

nuclear reactions between fusion alphas and beryllium impurities (9Be(α,nγ)12C) are consistent

with classical alpha (and parent triton) slowing down times for high plasma currents (Ip >2MA)

and monotonic q-profiles. γ-ray emission decay times are much shorter in CH plasmas, indicating

alpha confinement degradation and spatial redistribution, due to the effect of enlarged orbits,

predicted by the 3-D Fokker Planck  code.
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Figure 1: Shot to shot variation in tritium concentration in TTE plasmas as measured from
14MeV and 2.5MeV neutron ratios (+) and compared to the model prediction (solid line) based
on a modification of the JET PTE model [10].

Figure 2: (Left) Schematic overview of the JET neutron camera, showing lines of sight. (Right)
Comparison of 14MeV emissivity contours for a shot with tritium gas puff. Top figure shows
contours 150ms after the puff, when the tritium density is hollow. Bottom figure shows peaked
shape after 750ms once the tritium density profile has relaxed. Initial crescent shape is due to
the poloidal distribution of fast NBI deuterium ions.
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Figure 3: (a) Time evolution of the 14 MeV neutron signal in  four individual chords of the neutron profile
monitor, covering the range from the edge of the observed region to the core. The top frame shows the Tα input
signal from the tritium gas puff. The fits to the data are shown (note all 19 camera channels are entered in the fit).
(b) Tritium diffusion and convection coefficients for the fit to the high-density ELMy H-mode shot shown in (a),
with comparison to the neoclassical predictions from NCLASS [16]. Shaded areas indicate the confidence limits
for the fitted quantities. Note that the NCLASS prediction is for the proper trace tritium quantity, and can be
directly compared to the measurement. The ratio of the NCLASS predictions for DT/DD is larger than the simple
neoclassical (mT/mD)1/2 because of the trace nature of the tritium and the presence of impurities (see text).

Figure 4: Experimentally-derived normalised diffusion
coefficient (DT/Bφ) for the plasma region 0.65 <r/a < 0.8 for
a set of NBI-heated NTM-free ELMy H-modes plotted against
a fit to the data as a power law product of ρ*, v*, β and q.
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Figure 6: Tritium transport data and fits for a discharge with strong ITB and tritium gas puff.
(a) Tritium gas source (via Tα measurement – top trace) and 14MeV neutron signal time development
for selected camera channels.
(b) Ion temperature and electron density profiles for the ITB discharge with strong barrier present
- vertical lines mark the radial positions of the camera channels in (a).
(c) Fitted tritium diffusion coefficient and convective velocity spatial profiles for ITB discharge
compared to neo-classical predictions from NCLASS code [16].
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Figure 7: (a)  Ion temperature and electron density profiles for three identical ITB discharges, two with
tritium transient fuelling provided by T gas puff (Pulse No: 61352) and T0 NBI (Pulse No: 61347) the
third with  tritium wall recycling only (Pulse No: 61328). (b) 14MeV neutron camera profiles compared
for the three shots, at the time of the profiles in (i). At  these times, for the transient shots, the T0 NBI fast
ions have slowed down (Pulse No: 61347) or the T ions from gas puff have reached the plasma core
(Pulse No: 61352).
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Figure 8: (a) Plot of derived tritium convective velocity
(vT) against tritium diffusion coefficient (DT)  for the NBI
heated ELMy H-modes, the Hybrid scenarios pulses and
the ITB pulses. (b) Tritium particle confinement time
(τpT*) plotted against tritium diffusion coefficient for the
dataset in Fig.8(a). The value of τpT* is obtained from
the decay of the 14MeV DT neutrons following the
thermalisation of a T0 NBI beam pulse injected into the
deuterium plasmas.

Figure 9: Plot of normalised DT/Bφ and vT/Bφ against
local poloidal Larmor radius (ρ*pol=q×ρ*) for 0.65<r/
a<0.8  in various JET discharge regimes. The solid line
corresponds to Gyro-Bohm scaling (ρ*pol

3), the dashed
line to Bohm scaling (ρ*pol

2).

Figure 10: Experimentally derived normalized diffusion
coefficients (DT/Bφ)  for the various regimes plotted
against the multiparameter fit to the ELMy H-modes only.

Figure 11: Time traces for two ELMy H-modes: one without
any strong NTM activity (Pulse No: 61362) and one where
the pulse conditions were prepared to generate strong 3/2 NTM
activity (Pulse No: 61359). Tritium gas was puffed into both
pulses as indicated at t = 26.5s. during a phase where
discharge parameters were kept constant until t = 28.5s.
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Figure 12: Time history of the 14MeV neutron radial
emissivity contours following the tritium puff at t = 26.5s.
for the discharge with NTM (Pulse No:61359) and without
NTM (Pulse No:61362). The time of peaking of the plasma
tritium profile is indicated by the arrows. The faster transit
of the tritium to the plasma centre in the NTM case is
evident.

Figure 13: Poloidal cross section of JET Current Hole
(CH) discharge showing:
- extent of current hole;
- poloidal projections of on-axis and off-axis T0 NBI
trajectories (red dashed lines); and
- neutron camera lines of sight.
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Figure 14: (a) Neutron emission profiles from the vertical and horizontal cameras for on-axis T0 NB injection
in the case of current hole(CH)  and monotonic current  (MC) profile plasmas. Vertical dashed lines indicate
the axis of the plasma for the two views. (b) Comparison of Fokker Planck (F-P) code prediction for neutron
profiles and neutron camera data for the case of on-axis injection into the CH discharge. (c) Comparison of
TRANSP code prediction for neutron profiles and neutron camera data for the same on-axis injection case as in
(b). Measurements and predictions correspond to the end of  200ms NBI pulses.
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Figure 15: Centroid movement for 14MeV neutron
emission profile (solid line) superimposed on the
shrinkage of the current hole (circles). Dashed line shows
the magnetic axis position.
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Figure 16: Measured 4.44-MeV gamma-ray decay-times
due to the Be+alpha nuclear reaction vs. calculated
classical slowing down-times of T-beam ions and alpha
particles for plasma scenarios with: BT=2.25-3.2T,
Ip=1.0-3.0MA. The TRANSP simulations (starred points)
were perfomed for the nearby Hybrid scenario point (star
near the dashed equality line) and for a nearby Current
Hole plasma (star in the centre of the Current Hole data).

Figure 17: Normalised γ-decay rate (post T-NBI) from 3-
D Fokker Planck (F-P) code simulation for Ip=2.5MA
Current Hole (CH) Pulse No:61340, with central
parameters as shown and CH radius ρ*/a ~0.57(solid
curve). Dashed curves are 3-D F-P results for Monotonic
Current (MC) plasmas with same Te, ne profiles and Ip as
shown. Dotted curve shows 1-D F-P model for Ip=2.5MA
MC plasma.
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